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Jay: Too many to name 

Fabienne: Another tough question. It’s

almost impossible for me to narrow it

down to 5. So I will give you 5 of my

favorites but not necessary of all time:

– The Doors / The Doors

– Led Zeppelin / 4

– The Police / Zenayatta Mondatta

– Prince / Purple Rain

– Pat Benatar /  Wide Awake in

Dreamland

and an extra one  – U2 /Joshua Tree  

Dre: Tough Question not necessarily in

this order

AC/DC Highway to Hell

Iron Maiden Piece of Mind

Led Zep 4

 

 

 

 

 



 

recording studio…. Just love to create

and see it through. 

Jay:  I am an accomplished music

teacher, but I’m also a great producer. 

Dre: I think I would be good at the

business side and the legal it’s a ton of

things to know and learn but I think my

attention to detail would help. 

If you had to pick
another music genre
to play, what would
it be?

Vincent: DISCO, LOL…. Well the bass

lines are sick, Jazz, Country, and Metal 

Jay: Jazz 

Fabienne:  Well I actually I do play other

genres of music, Jazz, Americana,



 

 

can talk about some issues and bring

light to them, but at the end of the day

people are very smart and see the

positive in the world and we all pull

together to make the world a great

place. 

Jay:  Musicians need to understand how

their reaches and inspires people.  I

believe that music should be reinstated

in elementary and high school as a

mandatory course.  This would positively

help to mold the next generation of

creativity. 

Fabienne: Music is language and it’s the

only language we all speak regardless of

where we are from, it touches

everyone. 

So musicians need to keep flooding the

world with beautiful melodies and

inspire others to learn an instrument,

start writing, composing or singing.



 

 

videos, PR the band and then take it to

the world. 

Jay:  Neverwonder is my main project. 

However, I am continuing to work on my

solo project and should release an album

sometime next year… 

Fabienne: We (Neverwonder) are

currently writing new material for an

upcoming album that should be ready at

the beginning of 2019. I am also

currently collaborating on a few tracks

with composers and producers friends of

mine for TV placement etc… 

Dre: NEVERWONDER 

In one word describe
the feeling you get
from music?

Vincent: JOY! 



 

 

 

 

                         

 

 

What is your favorite
city/venue to play?

Vincent: Los Angeles, but Las Vegas is

also great! 

Jay: Los Angeles 

Fabienne: It’s a tie between my City of

origin: Geneva and my city of adoption:

Los Angeles 

Dre: I like LA and OC no particular venue

I like venues that mic everything up and

a good PA system 

What’s the one band
or artist you haven’t
seen live but would



 

 

 

with any other band
or artist, who would
it be?

Vincent: Nice question, let’s see so

many, Queen, Jimi Hendrix and TuPac,

just to see the process, but really the

members of NW to see where we take

it… 

Jay:  My goal is to retire playing in Jazz

groups. 

Fabienne: There are so many amazing

artists that I would love to collaborate

with at some point but as far as the band

goes, I believe I am where I need to be. 

Dre: Foo Fighters 

How has music



 

 

as well 

Is there an
instrument you don’t
know how to play
but would like to?

Vincent: Piano and Sax 

Jay: Piano 

Fabienne: Drums and I would love to be

better at the guitar (I am working

on that one tho)  

Dre: Keys /Piano 

In a couple of
sentences, what is
your story?



 

 

 

What’s the one
charity/cause your
most passionate
about?

Vincent: Cancer “FUCK CANCER”

anything to stop this horrible disease.

 Also stopping/curing Autism! 

Jay: Children Cancer   

Fabienne: Ending wars in this

world/World peace  

Dre: Cancer 

What’s the last
concert you’ve been
to?



 

 

 

 

Vincent: NEVERWONDER 

Jay: Neverwonder 

Fabienne: 1st thing: My life  2nd :

Neverwonder  

Dre: Funwork not really a word but I

made this one up cause it’s fun and work

at the same time 

Vincent Ramos: Thank you for having us!

Means a lot to me and the band… Check

out our Website and our music! And we

will see you at a show…

 


